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BEECHCRAFT ACCESSORIES – CONTROL WHEELS
BEECH THROTTLE, MIXTURE, 

PROP KNOB SET
These high-strength knobs for Bonanzas are a 
big improvement over old, cracked original equip-
ment and likely the best replacement knobs on 
the market. Bright color-coded space-age mate-
rial will not crack or fade and will not get hot like 
aluminum knobs ......P/N 05-00652 .........$228.95
Push buttons only, with new screws
 P/N 05-00653 .........$104.75

BEECH STORM WINDOW HINGE/LATCH KIT
Every Bonanza or Baron pilot will appreciate the 
quality workmanship in every one of these storm 
window hinge/latch kits. Professional construction 
means they work smoothly, and they fit standard 
factory window holes with no modifications.
Complete hinge/latch kit
 P/N 05-00654 .........$228.00
Latch & Striker only .P/N 05-00655 .........$126.75
Hinges Only .............P/N 05-00656 .........$126.75

WINDOW VENT HINGE
& LATCH KIT

For new windows only on Mooney, Piper, Socata, 
Commander .............P/N 05-01336 .........$157.75

TOW PIN FOR BEECHCRAFT
FAA/PMA APPROVED

Installation Eligibility:
Debonair: 35-A33, 35-B33, 35-33, E33, F33

Bonanza: G33, 35-C33A, E33A, F33A, F33C, N35, P35, 
S35, V35, V35A, V35B, 36, A36, A36TC, B36TC

Baron: 20-21-3 95-55, 95-55, 95-B55, 59-C55, D55, E55, 58, 56TC,        
A56TC, 58TC, 58P
RAPCO Tow Pin..........................................P/N 05-01625 ...........$36.65

ALTERNATOR BLAST AIR 
DUCTS

This 24V Alternator Blast Air Duct is for use with 
Beech Bonanza. 
Comes with 8 ...........P/N 05-10907 ...........$17.00

NOT FAA APPROVED

BEECH DOOR HINGE KITS

Main landing gear door hinge kits from Marsh Brothers Aviation for all 
models of Beech Bonanza and Debonair.  Avoid unnecessary and costly 
repairs by installing AeroTough™ GF polymer bushings. This preventa-
tive maintenance solution will ensure that you will never have the compli-
cations with seized bushings that traditional metal bushings can exhibit.
Bonanza ......................................................P/N 05-11934 .........$472.00
Baron ...........................................................P/N 05-11935 .........$472.00
Bonanza/Baron Install Kit ............................P/N 05-12241 .........$108.00

BEECHCRAFT MAIN GEAR BOLT

This is a replacement for discontinued Main Gear Bolt part number 
CA101-810089-1. The new part number is CA101-810089-1A. This 
part has been tested and is superior in tensile strength and fatigue and 
crack resistance. Eligible for Beechcraft 1900 series aircraft, this is a life 
limited part that meets all requirements for the full 5 year/10,000 cycle 
life. The part number and serial number are engraved on the bolt head.
 P/N 05-04163 .........$197.75

BEECHCRAFT PATCH

4” x 2”, ready to be ironed or sewn on ........P/N 14-00131 .............$4.35

AEROSTAR SEAT ROLLER -
ATGF REPAIR BUSHINGS

 This kit includes the self-lubricating polymer 
alloy bushings. The stainless steel sleeves 
are not included in this kit. Please refer to 
M-01-1002 for the Aerostar Seat Roller 
Repair Sleeves Kit.
Seats in the Aerostar are designed to roll 
on four aluminum rollers located at each 
seat corner. The rollers are made from a 
relatively soft aluminum running against 
steel sleeves, and are not supposed to be 
lubricated in accordance with the aircraft 

maintenance requirements. If the wear is uneven across the four rollers, 
the worn roller will not be able to support the seat which can cause the 
seat to bind making it difficult to move forward and backward.
 P/N 05-27091 .........$149.00

AEROSTAR SEAT ROLLER -
CRES REPAIR SLEEVE 

This kit includes the stainless steel sleeves. 
The self-lubricating polymer alloy bushings 
are not included in this kit. Please refer to 
M-01-1001 for the Aerostar Seat Roller 
Repair Bushing Kit.
Seats in the Aerostar are designed to roll 
on four aluminum rollers located at each 
seat corner. The rollers are made from a 
relatively soft aluminum running against 
steel sleeves, and are not supposed to be 

lubricated in accordance with the aircraft maintenance requirements. If 
the wear is uneven across the four rollers, the worn roller will not be able 
to support the seat which can cause the seat to bind making it difficult to 
move forward and backward .......................P/N 05-27092 .........$173.00

KING AIR NLG DOOR HINGE 
AEROTOUGH® BUSHING KIT

This kit covers the nose gear door hinge 
bushings for the King Air.
Avoid unnecessary and costly repairs by 
installing AeroTough® GF polymer bushings. 
This preventative maintenance solution 
will ensure that you will never have the 
complications with seized bushings that 
traditional metal bushings can exhibit.
Lifetime lubricated AeroTough® bushings 
prevent problems:
 P/N 05-27093 .........$609.00
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